
 

V-Ray, the most powerful rendering engine in the world is now free and shipping with SketchUp 2015. It features a wide range of physically based materials and textures, high quality lightning and shadows, volumetric clouds and fog. V-Ray can be integrated into other 3D applications with just a few clicks. Users of VRay for Sketchup will be given access to new features such as: - True Photorealism
- Physically Based Materials and Textures - High Quality Lightning and Shadows - Volumetric Clouds and Fog - Extended Range of Image Post Processing Filters Vray for Sketchup is available at Vectorworkshere: http://www.vectorworkshere. com/products/vray-for-sketchup

Save Save Save Save Save Save Save (Some of these links are broken) Anybody knows where to download this? Thanks in advance. For Windows users you can download it at http://www.vectorworkshere.com/products/vray-for-windows/ And for Mac at http://www.vectorworkshere. com/products/vray-for-mac/ V-Ray for Sketchup is now taking the WWW by storm. If you are lucky, you might
already find it on your favorite search engine listed as "Free". There are lots of Solutions to download V-Ray for Sketchup. Most of the time I use the Vectorworkshere Vray For Sketchup. Why? There are plenty of reasons. Let's look at them one by one.

This is the first link I recommended because it is free and it comes with some additional features on top of what vectorworkshere gives away with the demo. What I mean is that first you have to download a free Vray for windows/mac demo from vectorworkshere and then you have to also first register on the westwing.com website. So it's not as convenient as simply downloading from
vectorworkshere, but it still gives you a good dose of free V-Ray. There are some additional images or materials on this site as well as tutorials which might be useful for beginners. This is another good link I recommend for downloading V-Ray for Sketchup because again, it is totally free and fairly convenient to download from. This link has some additional features that vectorworkshere doesn't give.
The first additional feature is the long list of case studies available. Take a look at their photo-realistic animations to see how V-Ray can be used to produce photorealistic results! There are also extras like materials, textures and other stuff for free under this link too. I believe the third site is the best one for downloading Vray for Sketchup because it's free, comes with bonus materials and tutorials, and
you don't need to register anywhere. All you need to do is download it directly from their website.
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